On generalized 0-recurrent Sasakian manifolds
Introduction
The notion of local symmetry of a Riemannian manifold has been weakened by many authors in several ways to a different extent.As a weaker version of local symmetryT.Takahashi [82] introduced the notion of local ^symmetry on a Sasakian manifold. Generalizing the notion of 0-symmetry,the authors [28] introduced the notion of (?!>-recurrent Sasakian manifolds.This notion has been studied by many authors for different types of Riemannain manifolds [49, 31, 30, 88] .
Generalized (/>-recurrent Sasakian manifolds

Definition 1. Sasakian manifold (M^""*"^,^) is called generalized (j)-recurrent if its curvature tensor R satisfies the condition (t>'{iVwR)iX, Y)Z) = A{W)R{X, Y)Z + B{W)[g{Y, Z)X -g{X, Z)Y]
(2.2.1)
where A and B are two \-forms, B is non-zero and these are defined by:
A{W) = g{W, Pa), B{W) = giW, p^) (2.2.2)
+ B{W)[giY, Z)X -g[X, Z)Y]i2.2.Z)
from which it follows that
-g{{VwR){X, Y)Z, U) + 7?((Vv^i?)(X, Y)Z)r]{U) = A{W)g{R{X, Y)Z, U) + B{W)[g[Y^ Z)g{X, U) -g{X, Z)g{Y, U)]. (2.2.4)
Let {ci}, z = 1, 2,..., 2n + 1, be an orthonormal basis of the tangent space at any point of the manifold. Then putting X = C/ = Cj in (2.2.4) and taking summation over i, 1 < i < 2TI + 1, we get 
. In a generalized concircular (j>-recurrent Sasakian manifold {M'^^~^^,g), the 1-forms A and B are related as in (2.3.6).
Now putting X = U = ei'm (2.3.3) and taking summation over z, 1 < i < 2n + 1, we get -(Vv^5)(y,Z)+ £7/((VH.i?)(e"y)Z)7;(e,) -^^giY^Z)
1=1
+ 2n^nll)\.^''9iy, Z) -r/(y)r/(Z)] = AiW)[S{Y, Z) -^^^g{Y.Z)] + 2nB{W)g{Y,Z). (2.3.7)
The second term of L.H.S. of (2.3.7) by putting Z -^ takes the form p((VH/i?)(ei, F)^, i), which is zero in this case. So by replacing Z by (^ in (2.3.7) and using (1.0.11), we get 
+ A(W)[2n--^HY) + 'i"B(W)
,
+A(W)[2n --i-].,(K) +2nB(H').;(K). (2.3.11)
Replacing Y by ^Y in (2.3.11) and then using (1.0.3), we get
S{Y,W)=2ng{Y,W). (2.3.12)
That is, the manifold is an Einstein manifold. This leads to following results:
Theorem 2.3.2. A generalized concircular 4>-recurrent Sasakian manifold (M^""*"^,^) is an Einstein manifold.
Now from (2.3.2), we have
This implies,
3.14)
Using (2.3.14) and second Bianchi identity, we get
By the virtue of (1.0.10) we obtain from (2.3.15) that
Putting Y = Z = Ci in (2.3.16) and taking summation over 1 < ^ < 2n + 1, we get 
Let us consider a generalized conformal (;zl>-recurrent Sasakian manifold. Then by virtue of (1.0.1), we have
Let {ci}, i = 1,2,..., 2n + 1, be an orthonormal basis of the tangent space at any point of the manifold. Then putting V = Z = Ci in (2.4.3) and taking summation over i,
Replacing (7 by ^ in (2.4.4) and using (1.0.3) and (1.0.11), we have
Putting X = ^ in (2.4.5), we obtain
This leads to the following result: Now putting X = U = ei'm (2.4.3) and taking summation over i, 1 < i < 2n + 1, we
The second term of L.H.S. of (2. Replacing Y by ^V in (2.4.10) and then using (1.0.3), we get
That is, the manifold is an Einstein manifold. This leads to following result: 
from (2.4.13) and second Bianchi identity, we get
(2.4.14)
By the virtue of (1.0.10) we obtain from (2.4.14) that
Putting F = Z = e, in (2.4.15) and taking summation over 1 < ^ < 2n + 1, we get 
Let us consider a generalized projective 0-recurrent Sasakian manifold. Then by virtue of (1.0.1), we have
Let {ej}, i = 1,2,..., 2n + 1, be an orthonormal basis of the tangent space at any point of the manifold. Then putting y = Z = e^ in (2.5.3) and taking summation over i, 1 < z < 2n + 1, we get
Replacing (7 by ^ in (2.5.4) and using (1.0.3) and (1.0.11), we have
Putting X = ^ in (2.5.5), we obtain
This leads to the following result: Now putting X = U -ei'm (2.5.3) and taking summation over i, 1 < i < 2ri + 1, we
The second term of L.H.S. of (2.5.7) by putting Z = ^ takes the form g((Vvi^i?)(ei, F)C, 0>
which is zero in this case. So by replacing .^ by ^ in (2.5.7) and using (1.0.11), we get
From (2.3.10) and (2.5.8), we obtain
Replacing Y by 0F in (2.5.9) and then using (1.0.3), we get
(2.5.10)
That is, the manifold is an Einstein manifold. This leads to following result:
Theorem 2.5.2. A generalized projective (p-recurrent Sasakian manifold {M^"-'^^,g) is an
Einstein manifold.
Now from (2.5.2), we have
From (2.5.12) and second Bianchi identity, we get
By the virtue of (1.0.10) we obtain from (2.5.13) that
(2.5.14)
Putting Y = Z = Ci in (2.5.14) and taking summation over i, 1 < i < 2n + 1, we get
Replacing X by ^ in (2.5.15), we get 
where A and B are two non-zero 1-forms.
Let us consider a generalized pseudo projective (/>-recurrent Sasakian manifold. Then by virtue of (1.0.1), we have
Let {ej}, ? = 1, 2,..., 2n + 1, be an orthonormal basis of the tangent space at any point of the manifold. Then putting F = Z = e, in (2.6.3) and taking summation over i,
Replacing f/ by ^ in (2.6.4) and using (1.0.3) and (1.0.11), we have
Putting X = ^ in (2.6.5), we obtain
B{W) = A{W)
This leads to the following result: 
The third term of L.H.S. of (2.6.7) by putting Z ^^ takes the form g{{VwR){ei, Y)^, 0, which is zero in this case. So by replacing Z by ^ in (2.6.7) and using (1.0.11), we get
Prom (2.3.10) and (2.6.8), we obtain
Replacing Y by (j)Y in (2.6.9) and then using (1.0.3), we get
S{Y,W) = 2ng{Y,W).
(2.6.9) (2.6.10)
is an Einstein manifold.
Now from (2.6.2), we have
This imphes,
from (2.6.12) and second Bianchi identity, we get
(2.6.13)
By the virtue of (1,0.10) we obtain from (2.6.13) that
(2.6.14)
Putting y = Z = e, in (2.6.14) and taking summation over 1 < i < 2n + 1, we get r 2n + 1 '2n 
Three dimensional locally generalized ^-recurrent Sasakian manifolds
In a 3-dimensional Riemannian manifold {M^,g), we have
where Q is the Ricci operator, that is, S{X, Y) = g{QX, Y) and r is the scalar curvature of the manifold. Now putting Z = ^ (2-7.1) and using (1.0.11), we get
R{X,Y)^ = r]{Y)QX ~ T]{X)QY -2[v{Y)X -v{X)Y] + ^-[v(X)Y -rj{Y)X].
(2.7.2) Using (1.0.8) in (2.7.2), we have
Putting y = ^ in (2.7.3) and using (1.0.11), we get Q^ = (^ -1)^ + (3 -^)r/(^)e (2.7.4) Therefore, it follows from (2.7.4) that
Thus from (2.7.1), (2.7.4) and (2.7.5), we get 
Noting that we may assume that all vector fields X,Y,Z,W are orthogonal to ^ and using (1.0.1), we get
Applying ^^ to the both sides of (2.7.8) and using (1.0.1) and (1.0.3), we get
(2.7.9) By (2.2.1) the equation (2.7.9) reduces to
Putting W -{cj}, where {cj}, i = 1,2, 3, is an orthonormal basis of the tangent space at any point of the manifold and taking summation over i, 1 < « < 3, we obtain 
Generalized (/)-recurrent a-Sasakian manifolds
Let us consider a generalized 0-recurrent a-Sasakian manifold. Then by virtue of (1.0.1) and (2.2.1), we have
-g{{VwR){X, Y)Z, U) + v{{VwR){X, Y)Z)v{U) = A{W)g{RiX, Y)Z, U) + B{WMY, Z)g{X, U) -g{X, Z)g{Y, U)]. (2.8.2)
Let {cj}, 2 = 1,2,..., (2n + 1), be an orthonormal basis of the tangent space at any point of the manifold. Then putting X = U = ei in (2.8.2) and taking summation over i, Prom (2.8.4) and (2.8.5), we obtain
4na{Wa)7]{Y) -2na^g{(l)W, Y) + S{Y, Q0VK) = -2n7]{Y){a'^A{W) + B{W)). (2.8.6)
Replacing F = ^ in (2.8.6) and then using (1.0.1), we get
(2.8.7)
Next using (2.8.7) in (2.8.6), we obtain
S{Y, (PW) = 2na'^g{Y, (PW). (2.8.8)
Replace W by cpW in (2.8.8) and using (1.0.1), we get
S{Y, W) = 2na'^g{Y, W). (2.8.9)
This leads to following result:
Theorem 2.8.1. A generalized (p-recurrent a-Sasakian manifold\M'^'^^^, g) is an Einstein manifold.
If a = 1 then from (2.8.9) we can state the following:
Corollary 2.8.2. A generalized (p-recurrent Sasakian manifold (M^""''\^) is an Einstein manifold. Moreover, the 1-forms A and B are related as A + B = Q.
Now from (2.8.1), we have
{VwR){X,Y)Z = 'n{{^wR){X,Y)Z)^-A{W)R{X,Y)Z -B{W)[g{{Y,Z)X-g{X,Z)Y]
(2.8.10) from (2.8.10) and second Bianchi identity, we get
A{W)7]{R{X, Y)Z) + A{X)i^{R{Y, W)Z) + A{Y)i^{R{W, X)Z) +B{W)[g{{Y, Z)n{X) -g{X. Z)n{Y)] + B{X)[g{{W, Z)r^{Y) -g{Y, Z)ri{W)] +B{Y)[g{{X, Z)iiW) -g{W, Z)7;(X)] = 0. (2.8.11)
By the virtue of (1.0.17) we obtain from (2.8.11) that
A{W)[a\g{{Y, Z)v{X) -g{X, Z)v{Y)}] + A{X)[a'{g{{W, Z)rj{Y) -g{Y^ Z)r/(H/)}]
^A{Y){a\g{{X, ZUW) -g{W, Z)v{X)}] + B{WM{Y, Z)v{X) -g{X, ZUY)] +B{X)[g{{W, Z)rj{Y) -g{Y, Z)viW)] + B{YM{X, Z)v{W) -g{W,Z)rj{X)]=0. (2.8.12)
Putting Y = Z = e-i (2.8.12) and taking summation over 1 < ? < 2n + 1, we get
{2n-l)a^A{W)T}{X) = {2n -l)a^A{X)T]{W) {2n-l)B{W)7]{X) = {2n-l)B{X)r]{W). (2.8.13)
Replacing X by i^ in (2.8.13), we get 
-{VwC){X, Y)Z + 7^{{VwC){X, Y)Z)^ = A{W)C{X, Y)Z + B{W)[g{Y, Z)X -g{X, Z)Y\ (2.9.1) from which it follows that -g{{^wC){X, Y)Z, U) + ii{{VwC){X, Y)Z)T]{U) = A{W)g(C{X, Y)Z, U) + B{W)[g{Y, Z)g{X, U) -g{X, Z)g{Y, U)]. (2.9.2)
Let {ej}, ^ = 1,2,..., (2n + 1), be an orthonormal basis of the tangent space at any point of the manifold. Then putting Y = Z = ei in (2.9.2) and taking summation over i,
< i < 2n + 1, we get -{WwS){X, U) + ^^5(^, U) + {VwS){X, e)r/(C/) -^^^/(^)^/(t^) = A{W)[S{X, U) -1^^9{X^ U)] + 2nB{W)g{X, U).
(2.9.3) Replacing (7 by C in (2.9.3) and using (1.0.1) and (1.0.18), we have Now putting X = U = ei in (2.9.2) and taking summation over i, 1 < z < 2n + 1, we
The second term of L.H.S. of (2.9.7) by putting Z = ^ takes the form £;((Vv^/?)(ei, Y)^, 0, which is zero in this case. So by replacing Z by ^ in (2.9.7) and using (1.0.18), we get
-(v.5)(y,o = l^,(r)-^J^(2"-i)"(r) + A{W)[2na--^\r]{Y) + 2nB{W)r]{Y).
(2.9.8) 2n + 1 Prom (2.8.5) and (2.9.8), we obtain
Wir) 2na^g{(j)W, Y) -4:Jia{Wa)7]{Y) -S{Y, a^VF) = -:j^v{Y) +2nB{W)T]{Y).
(2.9.9)
Replacing Y by (l)Y in (2.9.9) and then using (1.0.1), we get
S{Y, W) = 2na^g{Y, W).
(2.9.10) That is, the manifold is an Einstein manifold. This leads to following result:
Theorem 2.9.3. A generalized concircular (/>-recurrent a-Sasakian manifold (M^"+-^,y)
Now from (2.9.1) we have
{VwR){X,Y)Z = r){{ywR){X.Y)Z)^-A{W)R{X,Y)Z
+ dSTI)f^(^'^)^-^(^'^)^] -dSTI)f^(^'^)^(^)-^(^'^>^^^^^^
(2.9.12) from (2.9.12) and second Bianchi identity, we get
A{W)r]{R{X, Y)Z) + A{X)n{R[Y, W)Z) + A{Y)r]{R{W, X)Z) = o J\u^(^My, Z)v{X) -g{X, Z)Y\ -BiWMiX, Z)X ZnyZn + i.) -g{X, Z)rj{Y)] + ^^^^ J _^ ^^ A(X)[g(^, ZHY) -g{Y ZMW)] -B{XM{W, Z)rj{Y) -giY, Z)v{W)] + -^^--^^A{YMX, Z)v{W) -g{W, Z)v{X)] -B{Y)[g{{X, Z)7j{W) -g{W, Z)v{X)].
(2.9.13)
By the virtue of (1.0.18) we obtain from (2.9.13) that
(2.9.14)
Putting Y = Z = ei in (2.9.14) and taking summation over 1 < z < 2n + 1, we get
{2n-l)B{W)T]{X) = {2n-l)B{X)rj{W). (2.9.15)
Replacing X by ^ in (2.9.15), we get 
Generalized conformal (/>-recurrent a-Sasakian manifolds
Let us consider a generalized conformal </)-recurrent a-Sasakian manifold. Then by virtue of (1.0.1), we have
Let {gj}, z = 1, 2,..., (2n + 1), be an orthonormal basis of the tangent space at any point of the manifold. Then putting F = Z -Cj in (2.10.2) and taking summation over i, Now putting X = U = ei in (2.10.2) and taking summation over i, 1 <i <2n + l, we
The second term of L.H.S. of (2.10.7) by putting Z = ^ takes the form g{{VwR){ei, Y)^, 0-which is zero in this case. So by replacing Z by ^ in (2.10.7) and using (1.0.18), we get
From (2.8.5), we obtain
Replacing V by ^F in (2.10.9) and then using (1.0.1), we get
Now from (2.10.1), we have
from (2.10.12) and second Bianchi identity, we get
A{W)r]{R{X, Y)Z) + A{X)7i{R(Y, W)Z) + A{Y)ri{R{W, X)Z) = ^^^W) [g{Y, Z)n{QX) -g{X, Z)v{QY) + S{Y, Z)7,{X) -S{X, Z)v{Y)]
(2.10.13)
By the virtue of (1.0.18) we obtain from (2.10.13) that
(2.10.14)
Putting Y = Z = Ci'm (2.10.14) and taking summation over 1 < z < 2n + 1, we get 2.11 Generalized (/>-recurrent para-Sasakian manifolds Einstein manifold.
Two Vector fields P and Q are said to be co-directional if P = fQ where / is a nonzero
Prom (2.11.1), we have
(2.11.14)
Then by the use of second Bianchi identity and (2.11.14), we get
By virtue of (1.0.61) we obtain from (2.11.15) that 
Conclusion
• A generahzed (jyrecunent Sasakian manifold (Af^""'"^,p) is an Einstein manifold.
Moreover, the 1-forms A and B are related as A + B -0.
• A 3-dimensional locally generalized (/>-recurrent Sasakian manifold (M^, g) is of constant curvature.
• In generalized 0-recurrent a-Sasakian manifold the characteristic vector field ^ and the vector fields pi, p2 associated to the 1-forms A, B respectively are in the same direction • A generahzed ^-recurrent Para-Sasakian manifold is an Einstein manifold.
